
A NEW DIMENSION IN 
CAMERA CAR

FILMING
THE TESLA ARM CAR 

Introducing the Tesla Arm Car - the first custom-built,
full electric on-road camera car in Australia. 

The Tesla S model comes fitted out with 2 x 7inc Small
HD monitors, 7inch Atomos Recording Monitor all
powered through a 12volt battery system, with wireless
communication between the arm car and hero vehicle.

Furthermore, the secure and reliable StreemU video
platform allows for seamless, realtime streaming of
footage to anyone, anywhere. 

The Tesla comes
fitted with the
RADICAL arm
combined with the
ARRI SRH 360
stabilised head,
which  are
designed to exceed
on rough terrain, at
high speeds and
even on the water. 

The RADICAL features 9ft, 12ft
and 14ft reach with a 20kg
payload capacity, producing
enough torque to swing camera
packages 360° in less than 6
seconds at continuous high
speed. The RADICAL is
versatile enough to be packed
up and shipped in 6 flight cases
to any location.

The ARRI SRH 360 is the
updated ARRI SRH-3. The
stabilised head can be
operated by hand wheel 
or joystick controllers. 
Pan and Tilt up to 240
degrees, with the slip ring
allowing unlimited rotation
of the head.
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THE TESLA ARM CAR HAS BEEN CUSTOM
ENGINEERED AND CERTIFIED FOR ON-ROAD USE
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Contact JB for price lists and more information on
how the Tesla Arm Car, RADICAL Arm and ARRI SRH
can work for your next production. 

JB GRIPPING SERVICES

JB Gripping Services can transform your next
production with the next generation Motocrane
RADICAL remote-control arm and the ARRI
SRH 360 stabilised head designed to create
expanded dynamic movement for film makers.

The  package together can work with a wide
range of vehicles from the JB Gripping fleet -
custom Tesla S model P85 with ludicrous mode,
RAM 1500 Express, Polaris Razor RZ1000 or
Polaris Electric ATV. 

THE RADICAL ARM + ARRI
STABLISED HEAD 

A COST EFFECTIVE, LIGHT WEIGHT AND VERSATILE CAR
TRACKING SOLUTION


